
U:SA Affiliates Internal Discussion: NPR Network Initiatives 

Meeting Notes 8-17-2022 

STRIPE 

• How did NPR make the decision to use only one CC processor? How will we onboard Stripe? 

Universities are slow to change, and many are set in their ways. It may be ok, but it is going to 

take time (that we don’t have) and a lot of explaining. 

• Is the % that stripe is going to change have a negative impact? 

• Will have to work our way through the university hierarchy – dean, IT, Finance etc. We need the 

details about the actual process. What will be the cost of processing. It is going to be difficult for 

some stations to get permission to add another processor. 

• KUOW’s Research Director, Jemma Hovance, was successful in getting the university to allow 

Stripe for processing. She is happy to talk with anyone on what arguments were successful. U:SA 

will contact her and get the data out, or you can contact her directly ehovance@kuow.org or call 

206-616-9013. 

• Is Stripe integrated into databases (Sales Force, Allegiance) or is it all manual processing? Small 

stations will have difficulty managing additional manual input. 

• Will Stripe deposit gifts directly into the stations bank account? Many universities will not allow 

a separate account to be set up.  

• How is finance going to track Stripe generated gifts from other gifts?  

Data Privacy Issues 

• Who is the outside processor who is going to match station donors to new NPR Network 

Initiative Donors?  

• What kind of information do we have to upload?  

• If it is name and address data only, we’re probably ok, but any donor $ amounts or giving history 

will be frowned on by university administrators. 

• Discomfort on the part of a number of stations who heard that CDP may be the service provider. 

Would prefer an outside vendor with no station ties.   

• Concern that Federal legislation could tie NPR’s hands in sharing donor information.  

Will the Work be Worth it? 

• Looking at the statistics provided by NPR, most stations aren’t going to see a great deal of 

growth. 

•  Only 6 states are above 4% digital podcast users – California, New York, Texas, Florida, 

Washington, Illinois – rest are below 3%...except for the 16 states that have NO digital users. 

• For NPR One, twenty-two states are higher than 3% use by % of population. Twenty states have 

less than 1% of population using current digital services.  

• The big metro market stations may do well, but mid-sized and smaller stations aren’t going to be 

able to depend on gaining many new members… 

• Manual processing won’t be that big a deal at most stations – it’s another little stream of 

revenue…Benchmarks tells me I have 1M left to raise – half from major donors and half from 

membership…this initiative will be a piece of the pie 
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• What is the real donor potential in non-metro areas? 

Impact 

• Average gift will go down if they follow the PBS Passport model….however, if new people are 

not joining by regular means, and we don’t have to promote it on air, maybe that’s fine to get 

them in the door. 

• How will NPR Network Initiative Donor gifts impact CPB matching? Taking advantage of that 

multiplier impact will be an important selling point. IF these new donors go into our donor pool 

and increase our CSG, that will be positive. 

 

Show Me the Money 

• How will money be distributed? If donors have a relationship w station, goes to station? NPR+ 

gifts – what happens in those cases? 

• Clearly a “revenue” grab by NPR…we don’t have enough listening digitally to make an impact... 

• NPR doesn’t consider small and mid-size stations – they assume we have people to pick up the 

pieces…Small stations think big stations will reap benefits. Some large stations think the small 

stations will benefit, it will all depend on how they split the money, and we don’t have idea how 

it’s really going to pan out. 

•  

 

General Questions and Concerns 

• How long has this Initiative been under discussion?  

• Great thing, moving in the right direction – issues are logistical, not philosophical. But it will be 

hard to get another vendor integrated…I wonder about roll out dates.   

• Am I going to get that much out of this partnership? Don’t have the information to make a 

decision…Hesitant to jump on board…first w had the Member Station Compact, then Journalism 

Collaborative, and now another  - this new one… 

• Communication with NPR has really suffered. Do more to give us representation. No one knows 

our concerns. No one can answer questions. Better communications.  If we had info on what 

happened in closed sessions…to hear debate, to hear what the problems are… 

• Check to see if Passport has had an impact on acquisition/new acquisition.  

• Initial concern that NPR+ could be offered to existing donors… if not, we’ll lose donors to that 

effort.  

• Donors are not young. They don’t donate till they age into NPR…but we’re losing older donors 

because NPR is trying to appeal to young listeners. NPR needs to walk a tight line between 

serving existing listeners/donors, and appealing to younger audiences who won’t be in a 

position to give for years.   



• We’re a part of the digital transformation. It dovetails with this initiative nicely. We want to find 

the people who don’t know we’re here…we need to find some content for them. Even if they 

can’t give, we can market to underwriters who want to reach those target audiences. 

• I’m small potatoes…we’ve got to figure out how to serve the 80% who don’t listen or care…to 

news, classical or AAA. How do we capture podcasts to refer people back to radio…some 

stations are developing Spanish language podcasts. 

• How do we reach non-givers who are listeners? What attitudes can we change? How do we 

make people understand that we’re talking to them. 


